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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present the utility of the Gorazd: An Old Church
Digital Hub for scholars working with Old Romanian and Slavonic texts written
on the territory of today’ s Romania. The Gorazd Project was realized during the
years 2016–2020 and it includes an Old Church Slavonic Card Index and three
Old Church Slavonic lexical databases, among which the largest one is represented by the digitized and updated version of the monumental Lexicon linguæ
palæoslovenicæ (vol. I–IV, 1958–1997) composed by the Institute of Slavonic
Studies of the Czech Academy of Sciences. As the Gorazd Project uses English
as meta-language, its application is not limited to narrowly specialized Slavic
philologists, but it is also open for scholars of neighbouring fields. The dictionaries within the Gorazd Digital Hub can serve as a reference tool not just for the
oldest attested Slavonic vocabulary and its semantics, but also for the biblical
concordance of the Slavonic oldest Bible redaction and the oldest attested Old
Church Slavonic morphological forms.

1. Introduction: the very basics of Gorazd
Gorazd: An Old Church Slavonic Digital Hub (gorazd.org) is a project that was accomplished within the
naki II programme of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic during the years 2016–2020 by the
Institute of Slavonic Studies of the Czech Academy of Sciences. As the name of the project signalizes, its
main aim has been to encompass the vocabulary of the Old Church Slavonic (henceforth ocs) language.
ocs can be perceived as the first phase of the development of the Church Slavonic (cs) language (cf.
Mathiesen, 1984, p. 46–47; Tolstoj, 1988, p. 47; Mareš, 2000, p. 542–543), playing the role of a supraconfessional classical language of the Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, whose most persevering
function has been the liturgical one. Due to this fact and because of the specific selection of excerpted texts,
the Gorazd Digital Hub can serve as a valid tool for scholars or students dealing with the Old Romanian
texts or Slavonic texts composed on the territory of today’ s Romania. Before we specify the manner of
how to use Gorazd for these purposes, we will shortly characterize the contents of the Gorazd Digital
Hub and the tools and databases it offers. We will not go into much detail regarding the history and
background of the Gorazd Project and its developing methods as this can be read in other sources both in
English and Romanian (Pilát et al., 2018; Knoll, 2019a,b).
The Gorazd Project has had two types of outcomes: the lexicographic and the software ones. The
lexicographic part of the project comprised the digitization of three Old Church Slavonic dictionaries
and an Old Church Slavonic Card Index created by several generations of the members of the Institute
of Slavonic Studies. The Old Church Slavonic Card Index is based on the largest one of four interrelated
card indices, the creation of which started already in 1943. Its digitized version includes 712 813 card
slips, covering all forms attested in the excerpted texts. The standardized shape of the card slips became the
model for the creation of other similar projects. The largest of the dictionaries, the Old Church Slavonic
Dictionary (ocsd), is a digitized version of the Lexicon linguæ palæslovenicæ (llp) published between
‹
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1958 and 1997 in 52 fascicles and 4 volumes with incorporated Supplements to the Volume I (Addenda),
the composition of which started in 2008. Thus, the digitized version of the lemmas starting with the
letters а–и has been completely revised and new excerpted texts were added. Besides the thoroughly
revised volume one, the digital ocsd differs from the original llp also by meta-language. While llp
used Latin, ocsd offers all linguistic and factual explanations in English. The English language became
also one of the languages of the equivalents, besides German, Russian, Czech, Latin, respectively Greek
and Old High German (languages of the model texts) that were already included into llp. Today, ocsd
counts 18 944 entries.
The second included lexicographic work is the Dictionary of the Oldest Old Church Slavonic Manuscripts (doocsm) counting 11 563 entries. It represents a revised and enlarged version of the Staroslavjanskij slovar’ (po rukopisjam X–XI vekov), published originally in Moscow in 1994 as a fruit of cooperation
between Czech and Russian scholars. The third and the youngest lexicographic database is the Greek –
Old Church Slavonic Index counting so far 2542 entries. It represents the volume one (ivgp, letters α–
γ, composed 2004–2014) of a tool addressed to the text critics and translatology, eventually theological
studies.
The second, but not minor part of the project was the software one. This part of the project had two
main goals: (a) creation of tools for digitization of historical multilingual (multi-scriptural) dictionaries;
(b) creation of the presentation interface(s) for the digital lexicographic works.
The aim of the first task was the proposal of such a software that would maximally automatize the
process of digitization and allow an easy correction or composition of a digital dictionary by a person with
minimal IT knowledge. The result of the development consists of three tools that are currently available
free on our website.
Gorazd Generator permits an automatic generation of dictionary entries based on OCR (ALTO/
XML) or TXT files1 . Within the project, the optical recognition was done within the ABBYY Recognition Server. The scripts that were recognized were Latin (Czech, German, Latin, Old High German),
polytonic Greek, Cyrillic Civil script (Modern Russian) and old (Uncial) Cyrillic (ocs). In order to
get better results in the recognition of ocs, the Dictionary for Old Church Slavonic Optical Character
Recognition was created. In addition, this tool is now available for any interested person2 . Based on the
predefined criteria, the Gorazd Generator splits the text to dictionary entries and sets the basic XML
structure of the entry.
The Gorazd Editor enables the correction and editing of the outcomes of OCR by a person without
any clue about XML. This tool is based on the open-source software INVENIO3 and it permits an easy
comparison of the scanned original of the lexicographic work with the outcome of the Gorazd Generator. The updating of the XML structure is done intuitively using colours and keyboard shortcuts. The
composition of new contents is as easy as using MS Word4 .
The last of these tools is the Gorazd Export, which permits an easy pre-print preparation of the whole
database elaborated by the previously mentioned applications. Its outcome is an HTML, DOC or RTF
file5 . We are sure that this software set is perfectly fit for processing the lexicographic or encyclopædic
works of Old Romanian or Romanian Slavonic, thus the works combining Latin, Cyrillic, eventually
Greek script.
The second set of software tools developed in the framework of the Gorazd Project are the presentation
interfaces. The interface called Gulliver6 includes the three mentioned dictionaries that are discoverable
using advanced searching tools. The virtual keyboard and searching support are, of course, available. The
1

More details and the installation package are available at gorazd.org.
The tool with further info and a user manual are available at gorazd.org.
3
Developed by CERN (i.e., European Organization for Nuclear Research); cf. inveniosoftware.org.
4
More details and the installation package are available at gorazd.org.
5
More details and the installation package are available at gorazd.org.
6
Direct access at gorazd.org.
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user can search not only the ocs lexemes, but the dictionary also enables the search of ocs equivalents
in modern (English, German, Russian, Czech) and classical (Latin, Greek) languages. The user can also
predefine specific searching criteria as e.g. grammatical categories or group of texts. The outcomes of the
searching might be used for statistical purposes, permitting e.g. to get a complete list of lexemes belonging
to a concrete declension within one (or more) concrete ocs text(s). The ocsd and the Greek–ocs Index
are interlinked. The ocsd is further interlinked with the complete Old Church Slavonic Card Index.
Thus, each ocsd entry enables the consultation of the total of all attested forms of a concrete lexical unit.
Besides the direct access through the Gulliver interface, the ocs Card Index can be easily consulted also
in a separate interface, Archive of Old Church Slavonic Card Index allowing a user-friendly virtual leafing
through the whole Card Index7 .
For the support of the scholars dealing with (Old) Church Slavonic texts and language, we also prepared several minor tools. These include:
• the Cyrillic and Glagolitic Numerals’ Converter8 ,
• an online list of links to digital collections of Church Slavonic manuscripts and early prints9 ,
• an online list of links to digitized or digital Slavic historical dictionaries (covering mainly the Medieval
and Early Modern Age varieties)10 .
The last two tools also include the sources linked to the Romanian Speaking Lands. All the mentioned
outcomes and databases are accessible from the Gorazd.org website (gorazd.org), which possesses, equally
as the interfaces, three fully equivalent language versions: English, Russian and Czech. A by-product of
the Gorazd Project is its Facebook profile (facebook.com), which publishes materials for popularization of
(Old) Church Slavonic, Slavic philology and the research of old languages in general.

2. Spelling
In the second part of my paper, I will present Gorazd as a tool for scholars dealing with Old Romanian
or Slavonic texts from today’s Romania. This will serve us as a perspective to explain the contents of
the Gorazd Digital Hub. When using the databases, one should be aware about the spelling differences
between our database and the examined text. The spelling norm used by ocsd generally corresponds to
the norm used by usual manuals or dictionaries of Old Church Slavonic. Nevertheless, it has some specifics
that should be discussed, most clearly by comparing it with other commonly used sources11 :
Common Slavic12 or Greek

ocsd

sbr13

*(j)aviti ‘to appear’
*(j)eterǔ ‘someone’
*dzělo ‘very’
*bol’ii ‘bigger’

авити
етеръ
ѕѣло
бол҄ии

ꙗвити
ѥтеръ
зѣло
бол҄ьи

7

Miklosich
(1862–1865)14
ꙗвити
ѥтеръ
зѣло
болий

Olteanu et al.
(1975)15
ꙗвити
ѥтеръ
ѕѣло
болии

Direct access at gorazd.org.
Direct access at prevodnik.gorazd.org.
9
Direct access at gorazd.org.
10
Direct access at gorazd.org.
11
The spelling norm of ocsd is explained in llp 1, LIII–LV (online, so far in Latin).
12
Based on esjs replacing ь > ˇı and ъ > ǔ.
13
sbr is available online within the lexicographic database HistDict (histdict.uni-sofia.bg). Its spelling serves as a norm of
further dictionaries included into HistDict. This database deals also with Middle Church Slavonic sources, which makes it a
crucial tool for the study of Slavonic texts from Romania.
14
Online consultable on monumentaserbica.branatomic.com. It is traditionally maybe the most popular Church Slavonic
dictionary used in the Slavonic studies (due to its availability) in Romania and it also includes some Slavonic texts from
Romanian (Argeş inscriptions). Nevertheless, it lacks a clearly defined excerption base, so it should be used with caution.
15
The best Old Church Slavonic manual available in Romanian (and actually one of the best ocs manuals in general) with
a detailed overview of the language features of the Slavonic varieties used in Romania, a reference point for later works.
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*kon’ıˇ‘horse’
*rybar’ıˇ‘fisher’
*žıˇrtva ‘sacrifice’
*tǔlkǫ ‘I knock’
*krıˇstijanǔ ‘Christian’
*slıˇza ‘tear’
εὐαγγέλιον ‘good tidings, Gospel’
ψαλμός ‘psalm’

кон҄ь
рꙑбар҄ ь
жрътва
тлъкѫ
крьстꙗнъ
сльза
еванг҄ елиѥ
псалъмъ

кон҄ь
рꙑбар҄ ь
жрьтва
тлькѫ
крьстꙗнъ
сльза
еванг҄ ельѥ
псалъмъ

конь
рꙑбарь
жрътва
тлъкѫ
кръстиꙗнъ
слъза
ѥвангелиѥ
ѱалъмъ

конⸯь
рꙑбарь
жрьтва
тлъкѫ
кръстꙗнъ
сльза (слъза)
ѥвангелиѥ
0

Overall, the ocsd provides a slightly different balance between the etymology and the forms preserved
in the ocs canonical manuscripts than the other handbooks. In any case, the search support helps the
user to find the desired word even if he is not fully aware of the spelling norm as each entry contains also
the spelling variants of the excerpted texts. It should be added that there are few differences that can be
observed between ocsd and the doocsm, which shows a similar treatment of the liquid + jer clusters as
sbr (thus жрьтва, but тлъкѫ).
The ocs spelling significantly differs from the spelling the Romanian Slavonic scholar is working with.
The bookish texts of the Cultural Slavonism proprio sensu (14th –early 18th century)16 were written in the
Middle Church Slavonic varieties, since the second third of the 17th century also in the Early New Church
Slavonic17 . The common Middle cs variety used in the Romanian Speaking Lands was the Trinovitan
(Tărnovo) norm, which was the most conservative among the Middle cs varieties and it provided the
spelling base for the Old Romanian writing. Moreover, the Resavian norm was also used in Wallachia.
The numerous spelling variations found in the texts from Wallachia, Moldavia, eventually Transylvania
are due to the different base of local chancellery languages, different languages in contact and a different
liturgical pronunciation. Let us make a small comparison:
ocs

Trinovitan
cs18

Resavian
cs

тьмьница
‘jail’

темница

тьмница

въсе

въсе/вьсе

мѫка

моука

памѧть

паметь

ѧзыкь
(ѫзыкь)

памеⷮ/҇ памѧⷮ҇
(памѣ҇ⷮ )

єзыкь

езиⷦ҇ /ꙗзиⷦ҇

ѧзыⷦ҇ /ꙗзыⷦ҇

жѫжда

жежда

жежда
(жъжда)

жажда/жѧжда

вьсе ‘all’
мѫка
‘suffering’
памѧть
‘memory’
ѩзꙑкъ
‘language’
жѧжда
‘thirst’
16

Wallachian
chancellery19
тьмница/
темница
(тамница)
въсе/вьсе/све

Moldavian
chancellery20

Early New
cs21

темница
въсе/оусе

все/въсе/вьсе
моука (мѫка)

мꙋка/мъка/мѫка
памѧⷮ҇ /памѣ҇ⷮ /
памеⷮ҇

памѧть

It can be defined as the period between the establishment of the Romanian States and the final replacement of the Church
Slavonic by the Romanian in the role of a liturgical language.
17
Mainly in Wallachia, where the prints since 1635 were no more done in Middle Church Slavonic (except the Pentecostarion of 1649) and with the reservation that the spelling of the Euchologion of 1635 had a transitional character. In Moldavia,
the transition towards the New cs was slower as both the local Middle cs variety and the Romanian language had there a
stronger position in that time.
18
Cf. the dictionary within Bogdan’s edition (1922) of the Chronicle by Constantine Manasses that is sometimes used as
a dictionary of the Church Slavonic used in Romania.
19
Cf. Djamo-Diaconiță (1971, p. 21–91).
20
Cf. the variation in ssum representing actually a dictionary of the Moldavian chancellery documents of the 14th –15th
centuries.
21
Cf. the variation in Berynda (1627).
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волꙗ ‘will’
волѣ
ѥзеръ/ѥзеро
єзеро
‘lake’

волꙗ
єзеро
(ѥзеро)

волѣ/воле
езер(о)

волѧ
ѡзеро/єзер(о)

добꙑти ‘to
reach’

добыти ‘to get, to conquer’

добити ‘to
get’

дѣлъ ‘part’

дѣль

дѣль

дѣ҇ⷧ /деⷧ҇ ‘part;
hill’

добыти
(добити) ‘to
get, to
conquer’
диⷧ҇ /дѣ҇ⷧ /дѧⷧ҇ /деⷧ҇
‘hill’

срѣбро

срѣбро
(сребро)

сребро/срѣбро

сребро/серебро

срѣбро
‘silver’
тръгъ
‘market’
връхъ ‘hill’

5

єзеро
добыти
дѣлъ ‘part’
сребро

тръгь

тръгь/трьгь

торгъ/тръгъ

връхь

връхь/врьхь

връхь/верхъ

The Middle and New cs are missing ѩ, ѭ and ѥ (the latter except for Resavian). The jers in weak positions are mostly omitted (except for some morphological borders and final positions), the jers in strong
positions are often submitted to vocalizations, while their quality is rather depending on the position
within the stress unit or they are random. The positions of *ę, *ǫ , *ě, *ja and *y are the most variable ones
depending on different spelling traditions and pronunciation. When comparing the vocabulary of Old
Romanian texts22 with ocs, one must also count e.g. with the occurrence of the following traits:
• treatment of jers corresponds to the Trinovitan cs, e.g. 29v темни́ цѫ – ocs тьмьница ‘jail’, 90v
сфи́ токь – ocs съвитъкъ ‘scroll, book’;
• ѫ/ъ in place of original Slavic *a (= Romanian ă, eventually î), e.g. 41r нѫро́ кь ‘luck’ – ocs нарокъ
‘deadline’, 7r дъроу́ и – ocs дарова ‘he gave’, 6v рѫссъди linked to рассади ‘he planted’ and not ocs
расѫди ‘he decided’;
• ѣ instead of original Slavic *e (= Romanian ea or a product of the variation ѣ/е in Wallachian texts),
e.g. 96v вѣ́сель – ocs веселъ ‘joyful’, 139r нѫдѣ́жде – ocs надежда ‘hope’;
• variation о(ѡ)–/оу– at the word beginning, e.g. 42r ѡ͗гоⷣ ́никь – ocs оугодьныи ‘pleasing to God’;
• variation св/сф, e.g. 33r сфѣ́тⸯниⷱ҇ – 31r свѣ́тⸯниⷱ҇ – ocs съвѣтьници ‘advisers, councilors’;
• dismantled uses: 96v сфъⷩ҇ ́ть – ocs свѧтъ ‘Saint’, 52v моу́ ꙟ͗кѫ – ocs мѫка ‘suffering’;
• further adaptations especially among the earlier loanwords (from Slavic vernaculars), e.g. 15r поу́ стїе
‘desert’ – ocs поустꙑн҄и ‘desert’, compare поустъіѩ ‘the desert ones’, 64v ю͗ те – ocs лютъ ‘violent’.

3. Gorazd as the reference point for Old Romanian and Slavonic texts
from Romania
In this chapter, we will mention some examples of the use of the Gorazd Digital Hub as the reference point
for Old Romanian, respectively Romanian Slavonic Studies. Of course, the most expected use of Gorazd
is the consultation of the vocabulary. In this regard, we have to define the excerption basis of ocsd and its
consequences for the Romanian Slavonic scholars. The texts incorporated into ocsd are of three types:
• Canonical ocs manuscripts (i.e. those written between the 9th and 11th centuries).
• Postcanonical manuscripts, i.e. later Church Slavonic copies (including the Croatian Glagolitic ones)
of texts of presumably Cyrillo-Methodian origin.
• Czech Church Slavonic texts, i.e. those believed to be composed on the territory of today’s Czech
Republic in the 10th –11th centuries.
22

Examples are taken from Moxa (1620).
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The Gorazd Digital Hub enables the limiting of the search just to one of these text groups or to all of
them or to single texts. Each entry contains the list of texts containing the concerned lexical unit. This
list enables to establish to which group of texts the lexeme belongs. Within almost each entry, there is a
list of synonyms.
The vocabulary of the ocs canonical texts is the one that is largely shared with sbr and which is more
completely recorded in the doocsm (due to the inclusion of the later found canonical texts). From the
perspective of the Romanian philology, it is worth repeating that the dialectal base of the Church Slavonic
is similar to the Common Slavic dialect that was in contact with Common Romanian. Thus, this part of
the dictionary contains the lexical units whose phonological state corresponds to the one preserved in
Romanian, e.g. peşteră – ocs пещера ‘cave’, iezer – ocs ѥзеръ ‘lake’, drojdie – ocs дрождиѩ ‘yeast’, prag
‘threshold; entrance’ – ocs прагъ ‘doorcase’. Moreover, we may find also the specific vocabulary common
to Romanian, ocs and few Slavic languages, e.g. stîrc ‘stork’ – ocs стръкъ ‘stork; swan’.
The inclusion of the second group of texts has the consequence that the ocsd can be actually used
as a sort of biblical concordance. The excerpted ocs biblical books include the whole New Testament,
the Psalter, as well as parts of the Old Testament comprising the Prophetologion, or the Old Testament
Lectionary (most complete parts are taken from Genesis, Exodus, Book of Chronicles and Isaiah) and
the books of Minor Prophets. Of course, the redaction attested in the Middle Church Slavonic and
translated into Old Romanian does not fully correspond to the redaction excerpted in the ocsd, which
should represent the first, Cyrillo-Methodian redaction. Still, the difference is small enough to keep the
usefulness of the Gorazd Digital Hub for scholars working with Middle cs biblical texts. This can be
illustrated by the comparison of Slavonic loanwords in Coresi’ s Tetraevangelion (1561) with the lexemes
attested at the same places in ocsd, e.g.
•
•
•
•
•

Mt, 6, 28: 11v кри́ нꙋль ‘lily’ – ocs кринъ,
Mt, 9, 28: 16v жрътвѫ ‘sacrifice’ – ocs жрътва,
Mt, 12, 31: 24v хоулѫ ‘blasphemy’ – ocs хоула,
Mt, 25, 26: 56r лѣни́ вь ‘lazy’ – ocs лѣнивъ,
Mt, 3, 12: 4v плѣ́веле ‘chaff ’ – ocs плѣвꙑ.

The Gorazd Digital Hub enables the limiting of the search just to the biblical books.
The third group of texts has less in common with the Romanian environment. Nevertheless, there
are lexical units, partly shared with the East Slavic milieu, that correspond to some Old Romanian words,
respectively words found in Slavonic texts from Romania, e.g.: sfită ‘priest garment’ – Czech cs свита,
dedină ‘inherited property’ – Czech cs дѣдина ‘hereditary land’ (thus also in Wallachian Slavonic in
1456, drh B 1, p. 196).
The total of ocsd serves as the first reference point for the vocabulary of the Church Slavonic religious
texts preserved in Romania. The search for a lexeme in ocsd allows setting the investigated lexical unit to
the oldest attested lexical layer, eventually linking it to the biblical text (i.e. the model corpus of the Church
Slavonic vocabulary). For further investigation of the Slavonic texts from Romania or Old Romanian texts
one should use further lexicographical tools (see Knoll, 2021).
The texts excerpted into ocsd also contain some lexical units that are typical for Slavonic texts composed by Romanians or they are attested in (Old) Romanian, but show a different meaning. These lexemes
can be divided into two main groups:
• Administrative terms used in the chancelleries of the Romanian Lands: e.g. ocs ключарь ‘keyholder’
– Old Romanian/Romanian Slavonic clucer ‘court official in charge of the provisioning of the court
managing the food storage’ (Bolocan et al., 1981, p. 18), ocs спаѳаръ ‘bodyguard’ – Old Romanian/
Romanian Slavonic spatăr ‘commander of the cavalry’ (p. 219), ocs комисъ ‘prefect of a province’ –
Old Romanian/Romanian Slavonic comis ‘court official in charge of stables and horses’ (p. 52), ocs
отьчина ‘homeland’ – Old Romanian/Wallachian Slavonic ocină ‘patrimony, heritage’ (p. 161).
• Further lexemes corresponding to the borrowings in (Old) Romanian, e.g. ocs клопотъ ‘rattle,
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rumble’ – Romanian clopot ‘bell’, ocs глоумъ ‘arrogance, disturbance’ – Romanian glumă ‘joke’, ocs
цѧта ‘coin’ – Romanian țintă ‘nail; target’, ocs разбои ‘crime, murder’ – Romanian război ‘battle,
war’, ocs нарокъ ‘deadline’ – Romanian noroc ‘luck’.

4. Gorazd as the reference point for morphology
Besides the vocabulary, Gorazd can be used as a reference tool for checking of the original form of a
loanword in (Old) Romanian or a lexeme found in an original Slavonic text from today’s Romania. There
are certain rules of the transfer of Slavic declensions and conjugations into (Old) Romanian that may
cause uncertainty in identifying the original form. Moreover, the Romanian authors of the Medieval and
Early Modern Slavonic texts confused the gender and declension, especially in case the Slavic gender was
different in Romanian equivalents or Romanian words with the same ending (cf. Djamo-Diaconiță, 1968,
p. 241–249). See the following comparison of ocs and Romanian words.
• Romanian feminine nouns:
– Romanian –ă:
* Slavic neuter: mită – ocs мъіто ‘bribe’, pravilă – ocs правило ‘(legal) regulation’;
* Slavic masculine: slugă – ocs слоуга ‘servant’;
* Slavic feminine: mreajă – ocs мрѣжа ‘net’;
* Slavic feminine i-stem: poftă/pohtă – похоть ‘lust’.
– Romanian –e:
* Slavic feminine i-stem: poveste – повѣсть ‘story’;
* Slavic feminine ja-stem: nădejde – надежда ‘hope’.
– Romanian –ie:
* Slavic feminine i-stem: oblastie – область ‘region’, zavistie – зависть ‘envy’;
* Slavic feminine ja-stem: utrenie – оутрьнꙗ ‘orthros, matins’, milostenie – милостꙑн҄и ‘alms’;
* Slavic neuter jo-stem: spăsenie – съпасениѥ ‘salvation’.
• Verbs:
– Romanian –ui: a polzui ‘to learn a lesson’ – польѕевати ‘to be useful; to have profit’, 1st singular
present польѕоуѭ, but a răsăjdui – расѫждати, 1st singular present расѫждаѭ ‘to consider’;
– Romanian –i: a risipi – расꙑпати, 1st singular present расꙑплѭ ‘to scatter’, dobîndi ‘to win, to
achieve’ – добъіти, 1st singular present добѫдѫ ‘to reach’, a pîrî ‘to claim, to accuse’ – пьрѣти,
1st singular present пьрѭ ‘to oppose’.
The dictionary and specifically the card index can also serve as a reference point for the valency. Thus, it
enables us to compare if the valency attested in a Slavonic text written by a Romanian speaker corresponds
to the valency of the oldest Slavonic texts. This approach can help to discover the syntactical Romanian
impact in the Slavonic text. Of course, it has to be taken into consideration that the Balkan areal traits are
common also to both Romanian and the neighbouring South Slavic languages. See e.g. fv (1592/1604):
602r гпⷭ҇ вовати въсѣ́кѫ пти́ цѫ ‘to rule over all birds’ (object in accusative, ocsd shows dative), 627v
ѡ͗блада́ти наⷣ пти́ цами ‘to rule over birds’ (object with preposition наⷣ, ocsd shows instrumental without
any preposition).

5. Plans
The finished digitization and the first phase of the revision of the dictionaries included into the Gorazd
Digital Hub raise the question about the directions of the project continuation. One of the main goals for
the near future should be the work on the consistency of the database that includes just a partial excerption
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of some texts, especially those found in 1975 in the Mount Sinai Monastery. The digital environment
makes possible the completion of the dictionary per texts and no more per letters, which is definitely a
more efficient way (more in Pilát, 2020). The inclusion of new texts can bring new data for the Romanian
Slavonic linguistics, compare e.g. the lexical unit щеве in the Glagolitic Kozma’s Healing (Rosenschon,
1994, p. 335), which is the closest (and the oldest attested) form related to the Romanian ştevie ‘patience
(plant)’. Besides the focus on the completion of the vocabulary attested in the canonical ocs manuscript,
there also is an option to focus on the Czech cs database.
A question of further negotiations is an eventual inclusion of other digital lexicographic databases
with shared (Old) Church Slavonic vocabulary. In particular, we mean the recently finished Etymological
ocs Dictionary (esjs) that draws upon the material base of llp (Pilát, 2020, p. 80) and represents an
indispensable tool for Slavists, Indoeuropeanists, but also Romanian etymologists. Theoretically, one
can also imagine an integration of a dictionary dealing with Romanian Slavonic or (Old) Romanian
vocabulary. As each Gorazd entry possesses its unique URL, the links to single entries of the Gorazd
dictionaries can be simply added to digital dictionaries of various Slavonic varieties or Romanian23 .
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